Why massage?

standard leg rest

2/3 of the German population suffer from the country‘s number
one disorder - back pain! The CUMULUS massage relaxation
recliner helps to restore normal performance by loosening
muscles, relieving tension and promoting
circulation by using its Shiatsu massage technique.

available with extended leg rest

Massage for body and soul!
Whether tensed shoulders, back pain, circulation problems or
stress - massage can help! Massaging supports the necessary
process of mental and physical relaxation,
ensuring optimum recovery and recuperation for the whole body.

Summary:
Anyone aiming to stay active and retain their vitality to a ripe
age cannot afford to dispense with regular massage!

workmanship

for all recliners:

contrast stitching
possible

- Precise spot actuation of the massage rollers by pressing
a button using microprocessor technology
- Backrest and leg rest can be independently adjusted
with 2 electric motors
- Ergonomically moulded backrest
- Seat heating
- 2 detachable back pads
- Continuous leg pad
- Seat optionally in:
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Cumulus Massage
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Komfort

High Tech

- 2-motor adjustment of the
backrest and leg rest
- 8 roller technology
- 4 manual massage programs
Stroking - Kneading - Tapping - Rolling
- 5 automatic massage programs
Shiatsu - Relaxation - Loosening Vitalising - Shoulder massage
- Demo program
- Foot vibration massage selectable
in 3 stages

- 2-motor adjustment of the
backrest and leg rest
- 8 roller technology
- 4 manual massage programs
Stroking - Kneading - Tapping - Rolling
- 6 automatic massage programs
Shiatsu - Relaxation - Loosening Vitalising - Shoulder massage - Stimulation
- Massage speed selectable in 4 steps
with display
- Demo program
- Foot vibration massage selectable
in 3 stages with display
- Relaxation of the spinal column
in the lumbar area
- Spinal adjustment
selectable in 3 stages with display

The Komfort version
with extensive equipment
features as standard

The exclusive version
for discerning users

